Sinclair fruit & vegetable labels

We provide custom-designed, food-safe fruit and vegetable labels in a wide array of shapes, sizes, styles and for all functions. Whether for branding, traceability, PLU (Price lookup code), country of origin, variety, barcode or promotional labeling, our labels will fit any requirement your company has.

FOOD SAFETY
All our labels are approved for use in direct food contact applications. We supply food labels to the highest standards complying with all relevant food safety legislation including US FDA, EU and other bodies.

SUSTAINABLE LABELING
As a pioneer of the first certified compostable fruit label, we have a number of sustainable label options available. Choose from our TÜV Austria OK compost certified home or industrial compostable solutions to ensure you labeling program is environmentally friendly.

BARCODE, QR CODE, DATABAR SCANNABILITY
All barcoded labels - GTIN, databar and 2D(QR) code - are verified to ISO standards during the printing process, so you can expect data integrity and checkout efficiency. 2D codes enable consumer engagement with your product quickly and easily.

LARGE LABELS
Fruit and vegetables come in all shapes and sizes. Our large label is the ideal automated, high-speed label solution for melons, squash and other large fruit or vegetables.

EASY REMOVAL - SINCLAIR TABLIFT®
The Sinclair label is made from micro-thin polyethylene, enabling the label to conform to curved, rough or uneven surfaces with superior adhesion. The unique label feature allows consumers to remove a Sinclair produce label quickly and easily — and all in one piece.

VARIABLE PRINT LABELS
Our Print On Demand technology enables printing of variable information at the point of application at high speed while fruits and vegetables are conveyed at high speeds in the packinghouse.

PEEL & REVEAL - THE LABEL WITH TWO SIDES!
Peel & Reveal labels enable you to delight the consumer with additional messaging or a unique code visible on the back of the label. Utilize the back of your label for your brand, product information or promotion!